
EDWARD B PLAISANCE, JR 
 
HOME PHONE: 443.282.0093 
 
CELL PHONE: 443.527.5608 
 
EMAIL ADDRESS: PLAISAEB@YAHOO.COM 
 
WEB: HTTP://WWW.PROZ.COM/PROFILE/600452 
 
LANGUAGES 
Persian (Farsi): fluent spoken, with excellent writing and reading skills (OPI 3+ and ILR translation 4) with 35+ 
years experience) 
 
Dari: near fluent spoken, excellent writing and reading skills 
 
Tajiki: near fluent spoken, proficient reading (Cyrillic) 
 
French: excellent spoken, excellent writing and reading skills 
 
PRESENT TRANSLATION/INTERPRETATION ACTIVITY 
01-2005 to Present 
Contract/free-lance Persian (Farsi) translating/interpreting for U.S. and international translation agencies, to 
include courtroom interpreting and mediation interpreting by phone, as well as translation for unidentified US 
agencies and law-enforcement. Free-lance academic editing. Consulted on training development for a large 
petrochemical project in Saudi Arabia with a Saudi contractor company. Reading Persian and Tajiki (Cyrillic) 
current events on the Internet. Completed Arabic 101 &102 (4.0 GPA) at Howard Community College. Member 
of U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary Interpreter Corps for Persian-English. Have received high accolades from peers 
in premier Internet translation site, www.proz.com.  
 
06-2007 to 09-2007, Senior Translation Reviewer, ASET International, Arlington, VA 
Reviewed and corrected Persian-Farsi to English translations from half-hour and one-hour audio and video 
sources for a US Government-related translation project. Translations were done directly from Persian 
audio/video source into English text. Reviewed the translations against the original audio/video sources for 
accuracy, fluency, and completeness, and corrected as needed. Oversaw and quality checked work of eight 
contract native linguists generating approximately 100,000 words of text. Also provided quality reports and 
senior linguist commentary on native linguists’ performance to project management. 
 
CRITICAL MIDDLE EAST LIFE EXPERIENCE AND RELATED PERSIAN/FARSI TRANSLATION 
SKILLS  
07-1967 to Present 
Worked in Iran for twelve years (1967-79) with subsequent visits. Fluent spoken Persian (Farsi). Speak Farsi at 
home with my wife (U.S. citizen). Excellent reading and writing. Can identify regional accents. Totally 
immersed in Persian society. Routinely conducted everyday affairs from banks to butchers in Farsi. As the local 
representative of a British industrial exporter, dealt exclusively in Farsi with the local mechanical equipment 
import market. Personally interpreted for the British export company during negotiations with provincial 
governor of Kurdistan Province.    
 
Through family, socialized in Persian with Iranians from all levels of society. Extensive first-hand 
understanding of Shi’a Islam in Iran, also Baha’i, and Zoroastrianism. Have participated in various religious 
ceremonies. Well-versed in make-up and behavior of Persian society, class characteristics, and regional 
differences. Possess expert and timely knowledge of Middle Eastern/Central Asian affairs, principally through 



actual life experience, Persian and Tajiki open source information including satellite TV, short-wave, internet, 
and extensive independent study. Traveled widely and possess extensive geographical knowledge (to include 
Turkey, Lebanon, Syria, Afghanistan, India, Nepal, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, and Western Europe). 
 
During the Iranian Revolution from Feb-Sep, 1980, served as Persian translator/cultural liaison on the Bell 
Helicopter International (BHI) contract close-out team. Recovered 600 tons of personal effects left behind by 
BHI U.S. employees/defense contractors during emergency evacuation. Negotiated in Persian with Iranian 
landlords to recover personal effects. Interfaced in Persian with local Revolutionary Guard committees (IRGC) 
in Tehran, Isfahan, and Kermanshah Provinces for release of company assets and personal effects. Liaised in 
Persian with government offices, such as the Military-Industrial Organization (MIO) and Foreign Residents’ 
Bureau (FRB), to obtain tax clearances and exit permits, and with shipping companies, agencies, and airlines, as 
well as banks for repatriating personal and BHI company assets. 
 
Worked and lived in Saudi Arabia for 23+ years (8/1981-12/2004). Continued interfacing with overwhelmingly 
Muslim culture. Worked and socialized daily with Saudis, Lebanese, Egyptians, and Sudanese as well as many 
other nationalities. Maintained daily family contact with Lebanese physician friends. Well-versed in Arab 
culture, history, Sunni and Shi’a Islam, Wahabism and Salafism. Familiar with spoken Gulf Arabic. Can read 
Arabic script. 
 
PRIOR EXPERIENCE 
07-1997 to 12-2004; Program Development and Evaluation Analyst I; Saudi Aramco; Dhahran, Saudi Arabia 
As Senior Curriculum Designer, coordinated and guided training curriculum development teams (writers, 
graphics, document design, multimedia) to ensure quality standards and efficient production flow. Conducted 
regular meetings to assess progress. Performed job analysis. Performed needs analysis. Evaluated training 
requirements. Conducted orientation for Subject Matter Experts and analysts in synthesizing training material. 
Analyzed, evaluated, and reported on effectiveness of training programs. Drew up evaluation programs. 
Researched, evaluated, and advised on innovative methods for performance improvement. Analyzed, evaluated, 
and reported on outsourcing options. Principal analyst, evaluator, and report writer for a major training redesign 
effort. Generated comprehensive multi-level evaluation matrix. Principal author of corporate training evaluation 
guidelines document. As member of outsourcing evaluation teams, liaised with Saudi training centers to 
evaluate their services against company requirements.    
 
06-1981 to 06-1997; Program Development and Evaluation Analyst II; Saudi Aramco; Dhahran, Saudi Arabia  
Analyzed, designed, wrote, revised, and evaluated industrial training programs using Instructional Systems 
Design (ISD) methodology (analogous to MIL-PRF-29612). Researched internal and external resources. Liaised 
with vendors to obtain technical references. Liaised with corporate resources to ensure technical accuracy of 
product. Principal participant in development of internal publication formats. Wrote guidelines and analytical 
reference tools targeting the development of inductive and deductive reasoning skills. Member of numerous 
corporate task forces for reengineering of specific job families. 
 
01-1980 to 06-1981; Instructional Technologist; HBH Company; Rosslyn, VA    
Designed, wrote, and evaluated training programs for the Saudi Naval Expansion Program in Jubail, Saudi 
Arabia, in compliance with MIL-STD-1379. Performed occupational database searches of U.S. Navy job duties 
and tasks for use as guidelines. 
 
06-1977 to 10-1979; Instructional Technologist (Cultural/Area Specialist); Bell Helicopter International; 
Tehran, Iran    
Analyzed depot-level helicopter support and maintenance jobs and developed job task standards for job 
certification of the Iranian counterpart workforce at the Iranian Helicopter Supply and Renewal Company 
(IHSRC) in support of the Imperial Iranian Army Aviation (IIAA). Evaluated candidates’ job knowledge and 
performance prior to certification. Served as Subject Matter Expert in the division on cultural issues.  
 



06-1976 to 06-1977; Language Instructor; Telemedia; Tehran, Iran 
Taught technical English to Iranian military personnel in the Imperial Iranian Army Aviation (IIAA) helicopter 
training program. Target population was IIAA helicopter mechanics with job requirements for helicopter 
terminology and principles of helicopter operation.  
 
06-1970 to 06-1976; Assistant Professor(Language); National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC); Abadan, Iran    
Instructed English as a foreign language to college (engineering and business) students in the NIOC’s Abadan 
Institute of Technology. 
 
06-1969 to 06-1970; Language Instructor; Shahpur Chemical Company; Bandar Shahpur, Iran 
Instructed technical English to petrochemical plant operators.  
 
06-1967 to 06-1969; Language Instructor; U. S. Peace Corps Volunteer; Kashan, Iran 
Instructed English as a foreign language to high school students in Iranian government schools.  
 
EDUCATION 
George Washington University; Wash. D.C; History; 1967; Bachelor 
 
Sorbonne; Paris, France; French; 1965; Diplôme supérieure d’études françaises-Troisième degré 
 
American College in Paris; Paris, France; General; 1964; Associate 
 
Mannheim American High School (DoD); Mannheim, Germany; 1962; High School Diploma 
 
PROFESSIONAL TRAINING 
Online Teaching courses via Internet from UCLA, 12 cr. hrs, 1998 
 
Effective Supervisor Course, 5/92 
 
Coaching for Performance Course, 11/91 
 
Situational Leadership Course, 11/91 
 
Criterion Referenced Instruction Course, 9/81 
 
Peace Corps Iran Intensive Persian Language and Area Training Course, summer 67 
 
Peace Corps Teacher Training Program, summer 67 
 
COMMUNICATION 
Excellent written and spoken communication skills in English and Persian/Farsi 
 
RESEARCH 
Excellent all-source/open-source researching skills 
 
COMPUTER 
Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, , Adobe Pagemaker, Photoshop, Acrobat, FilemakerPro, Premiere, 
Livelink, Centra, Videoconferencing    
 
TECHNOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE 
Principles of analog and digital electronics 
 



Hydrocarbon processing industry (from exploration and producing, through refining and manufacturing, to tank 
farm storage and sea-terminal export operations) 
 
Industrial process control systems (e.g., Distributed Control Systems) and related technology    
 
PRINCIPAL AUTHOR  
Evaluation: A Shared Vision (Saudi Aramco Corporate training guidelines for training evaluation and 
calculating ROI) 
 
OUTSIDE INTERESTS 
Developing new skills in technology. 
 
Digital video editing. 
 
Oriental carpets and art. 
 
Etymology, history, linguistics. 
 
Shooting. 
 
Scuba diving and snorkeling. 
 


